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Three days tour to North Eastern States to embark on the second phase of the 
BJP President Shri Amit Shah visit 

The tree day’s tour of Shri Shah will cover Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh and Meghalaya 

Shri Amit Shah BJP President has left Delhi for the three days visist to the North Eastern State as
part of the second phase of his visit. This is the embarking of the second phase of his visit. In the
first  phase the BJP President covered states like Mizoram, Nagaland and Manipur.  The BJP
National president will address the meeting at Chintan Bhawan at Gangtok as per the earlier
fixed scheudule. On 22nd Shri Shah would be addressing a gathering of BJP workers at Shilong
and 23rd he would be in Arunachal Pradesh. There he would be addressing the workers at the
Nayoku Lepand in Itanagar. During these days he would be meeting the office bearers of BJP in
the states and would discuss the long term strategy.

This is an important visit by the BJP President considering the expanding of BJP footprints in
these N-E states.  Few days ago there was a meeting convened in Delhi with the office bearers of
the N-E States and problems related to the organizational structure were discussed. Constructive
views emerged in that meeting regarding the administration of party in these states. Aftermath of
the meeting Shri Shah announced his visit to these N-E States.

The first phase of the visits of Shri Amit Shah to these N- E States was quite encouraging and
inspiring. He addressed many rallies during his visit. There were many public meeting organized
where Shri  Shah directly interacted with the workers and people and established one to one
contact.  Soon after taking over as BJP President Shri Shah established direct communications
with the district level BJP office bearers and workers across India. There is huge optimism and
euphoria of his second phase of his visit to these states and they are preparing to welcome the
BJP President in the traditional ways.


